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DRAINAGE
Flooding in the redevelopment area is mainly the result
of the inundation of stormwater and sea level rise over
historically low land elevations. The problem is further
exacerbated by an aging draingage system. During
the increased average high tide (2’ sea level rise) or
increased storm intensity/surges, the City waterways
are influenced by tides that also contribute further to
drainage and flooding problems in the city.
CITY OF HALLANDALE BEACH, FLORIDA
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REDEVELOPMENT
PLAN CONCEPTS

10.1 CRA REDEVELOPMENT VISION
The previous sections, 1 through 9, provide a foundational
understanding of the current conditions, opportunities
and constraints present in the Hallandale Beach CRA.
Currently, the CRA lacks the destinations and supportive
infrastructure to attract visitors and new residents. While
Hallandale Beach is anchored by its active waterfront,
the in-land CRA requires a renewed sense of place and
vibrancy to attract tourists from the beach to the many
planned destinations within the CRA. In addition, the
Redevelopment Plan also aims to transform Hallandale
Beach from a mere throughway to surrounding
communities, to a destination in itself, inviting people to
live, work and play within the HBCRA.
The CRA stands at the crossroads of an immense
opportunity with just a few years remaining in the CRA
horizon, to use remaining funds to transform the HBCRA
into a complete community that provides a high quality
of life to those that live, work and play within its bounds.
The redevelopment concepts proposed are designed to
capitalize on this opportune location and time in the CRA
horizon.

The following guiding principles will be utilized to form the
concepts for the CRA:

COMPACT
CONNECTED
RESILIENT

In order to build upon the current shortcomings
experienced within the CRA and to ensure that
redevelopment concepts come to fruition, a strong
vision statement for the CRA area will guide all future
developments. Envisioned for the Hallandale Beach CRA
is:

VISION
The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment Area will be known as a welcoming, safe, progressive,
innovative business friendly and diverse community. The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment
Agency will focus its resources on eliminating slum and blighted conditions within the redevelopment
area by improving the quality of life for its residents, business community and other stakeholders. The
HBCRA will become a sustainable and inclusive community for people to live work and play due to its
beautiful neighborhoods and outstanding businesses, entertainment, arts and cultural opportunities.
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10.2 REDEVELOPMENT GOALS
Arising from the three main development principles, the
following goals will provide tangible ways of designing
and planning the CRA to become a Compact, Connected
and Resilient community:

COMPACT
Achieving a compact and efficient urban form will be a guiding factor in the redevelopment of the HBCRA. The
area will be transformed to become a thriving city, built on healthy neighborhoods and a diverse economy, offering
opportunities to all residents in new, and flourishing enterprises. In striving towards a compact development
form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

CATALYTIC PROJECTS

TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE
DEVELOPMENT

NEIGHBORHOOD-LEVEL
ENHANCEMENTS

Support the growth of the
local economy with featured
projects− Harlem Village + FADD
| Hallandale Downtown Center.

Maximize development potential
with proximity to the Tri-Rail
Coastal Link through increased
density and a mix of uses.

Promote strong neighborhood
branding, safety and identity
through gateways & signage, as
well as upgraded infrastructure.

Transit Supportive Development

Neighborhood-Level Enhancements
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CONNECTED
Capitalizing on the HBCRA’s opportune location and connections to inter-city and regional transportation/transit
connections will improve the overall connectivity of the community. Updated streetscaping, leveraging multimodal transportation and strategic parking solutions will transform the HBCRA’s mobility. In striving towards a
Connected development form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

COMPLETE STREETS

MULTI-MODAL
INTEGRATION

SMART PARKING

Provide a safe and efficient road
network that supports planned
land uses and safe intersections.

Facilitate easily identifiable, safe
and efficient access to multiple
modes of transportation.

Manage increasing demand for
parking with a variety of strategic
parking solutions.

Complete Streets

Multi-Modal Integration
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RESILIENT
Resiliency, in the context of the Hallandale Beach CRA, can be defined as the CRA’s capacity to respond to
disturbances, resist damages and to recover quickly, particularly in light of rapid changes in environmental,
social and economic conditions. Increasing the ability of the City of Hallandale Beach to absorb, respond to,
recover from and prepare for environmental, physical, economic, social and technological disruptions will help
the community become more sustainable. In striving towards a Resilient development form, the subsequent
goals will guide design improvements:

CREATIVE
PLACEMAKING

ARCHITECTURAL
VARIETY

FUTURE PROOFING

Utilize innovative means of
creating a sense of place,
providing the CRA with a distinct
and attractive identity for both
residents and visitors.

Use diverse architectural styles
and massings to create iconic
buildings and destinations within
the CRA, as well as a more
distinct community.

Prepare the HBCRA for a more
sustainable future through the
use of smart technologies, social
and economic development
programs and environmental
measures.

.

Future Proofing

Architectural Variety
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These guiding development principles and associated
goals will provide the design direction to achieve the
vision for the Hallandale Beach CRA redevelopment
plan modification. As such, the following section will
provide a high-level understanding of some of the
specific design focuses for the HBCRA, as well as the
CRA-wide design improvements that are proposed
for the HBCRA. While these specific catalytic projects
may lie in certain quadrants within the CRA, these
developments are anticipated to act as anchors for the
CRA as a whole and new destinations to live, work and
play. The transformative quality of the catalytic projects
on a CRA-wide scale justify their exclusion from the
neighborhood-level redevelopment improvements
and provide the impetus for viewing these projects
as having an influence on the CRA as a whole. These
catalytic projects include (see Section 10.4):
Large-Scale CRA-Wide Redevelopment Projects
1. Harlem Village + FADD
2. Hallandale Downtown Center

Complete Communities

Smaller-Scale CRA-Wide Redevelopment Projects
3. Foster Road Commercial Corridor
4. Arts Trail
In addition to the catalytic projects, which will have a
transformative influence on the entirety of the CRA, the
neighborhood-level improvements that occur in each
of the quadrants will also be explored (see Section
10.5):

Complete ‘Smart’ Streets

1. Complete Streets Hallandale
2. Multimodal Integration
3. Smart Parking
4. Regreening Hallandale
5. Lakes & Waterfront (Chaves Lake Rehabilitation)
6. Low Impact Development

Vibrant Community Gathering Spaces
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REDEVELOPMENT INTENT
The design interventions proposed for the CRA
as a whole, as well as the opportunities for public
improvements, redevelopment and future land use
composition are identified and graphically included in
following section. The redevelopment plan modification
has been prepared to reflect the future land use and
development patterns desired by the community
as expressed during the community workshops
conducted as part of this project. The redevelopment
plan modification identifies, in general, where primary
land uses and activity centers will be located in order
to best attract prospective businesses and residents,
while at the same time being well integrated into
desired future transportation and land use patterns.
The main intentions of Redevelopment efforts for the
CRA are listed as follows:
1.

The redevelopment plan modification provides a
tool for the City to promote economic development
by showing prospective investors locations that
have been designated for their purpose; thereby
reducing the developer’s risk and permitting
hurdles when coming to the community.

2. It provides a holistic means for the City to provide
the approvals of new developments based upon
an agreed-upon strategy.
3. The redevelopment plan modification allows the
CRA and the City to make capital improvements
projections based upon known future, public
project needs, demands and proposed locations.
4. The redevelopment plan modification establishes
a framework for policy decisions that anticipate the
need for increased density in future development
patterns.
5. The redevelopment plan modification facilitates the
preparation of new land development regulations
that provide a higher standard of urban and
residential design.

communities and a Performing Arts Center.
7.

The redevelopment plan modification supports
desired
social,
physical
and
economic
development strategies, as expressed by
community representatives, including:
• Development patterns with higher densities
of mixed-use located in the core areas with
moderate density buildings and residential uses
in surrounding neighborhoods.
• The expansion of activities in City of Hallandale
Beach to establish it as a regional destination with
the introduction of new mixed-use, experience
commercial, entertainment and residential uses.
• Support of infill, renovation and enhancement
of residential areas and the prevention of
commercial encroachment into neighborhoods.
• The improvement of aesthetic conditions on the
Hallandale Beach Boulevard, Dixie Highway and
NW/SW 8th Ave Corridors.
• Strengthening and expansion of the arts, culture
and entertainment.
• The ‘Regreening’ of the Hallandale Beach CRA
through the addition of consistent native street
trees and the potential addition of community
spaces such as pocket parks and community
gardens.
• Creating a cohesive trail network, the Arts
Trail, to connect each of the four quadrants
in an environment that encourages active
transportation.
• Reinforcement of future public transportation
and a range of mobility options, particularly
first-and-last-mile connectivity, through the
development of multimodal transit and expansion
of pedestrian infrastructure and amenities.

6. The redevelopment plan modification supports
culture and the arts as integral activities throughout
the entirety of the CRA, providing continued
support for special events and festivals, while
also setting aside locations for artists’ live-work
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10.3 OVERARCHING REDEVELOPMENT FOCUS AREAS
In keeping with the redevelopment intents for the CRA,
a few specific focus areas should be emphasized in the
application and design of the various redevelopment
improvements proposed. These design focuses should
advise and be seamlessly integrated within largerscale and neighborhood-level development projects to
ensure the overall CRA vision priorities for an innovative,
business-friendly, sustainable and inclusive community
is achieved. As such, the following focus areas are
emphasized and included within the redevelopment
improvements:

for residents in the areas of workforce development
training and business/entrepreneurship development
and training. As such, a core focus of the emerging
redevelopment projects will aim to encourage and
support the local workforce, providing new job
opportunities to residents and providing opportunities
for the local economy to grow and expand.

A. Economic Development

Sustainable Development:
The Hallandale Beach CRA should be sustainable,
balancing community growth from social, economic, and
environmental perspectives. Sustainable development
must be resilient to shifts in the socio-economic climate,
providing a place that serves the current population and
is able to grow and change in the future.

B. Smart Cities & Sustainability
C. Regional & Intergovernmental Coordination
D. Affordable Housing
In keeping with the CRA vision and intentions for
Hallandale Beach, economic growth within the CRA, the
transition towards technological solutions and resilience,
collaboration between agencies and affordable housing
are all priorities in the Redevelopment of the HBCRA.
The following pages will outline the importance of
integrating these factors into the redevelopment plan
modification, as well as some high-level strategies for
their incorporation in the redevelopment improvements
and projects.
A. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
As discussed further in Section 13, Implementation
Strategies, much of the CRA’s economic development
efforts are focused on increasing tourist experiences
with the development of the fashion, arts and design
district (FADD) and Harlem Village as an emerging
music and arts venue. These venues are planned to
include incubators to enhance the skills of the local
workforce. The CRA is also developing strategies to
expand the City’s office, mixed use and hotel inventory
through mixed land uses that provide for a more vibrant
urban form. With the CRA’s close proximity to the TriRail Coastal Link, development potential should be
capitalized on to encourage the growth of new industries
and business in the CRA.
In addition, the CRA is empowered to fund and support
social programming that increases the quality of life
118 | CRA-WIDE DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

B. SMART CITIES & SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

Social sustainability can be worked towards through
planning for all members of the population, including
the most vulnerable. Strategies for social sustainability
include the following:
•

Mitigate displacement

•

Design for a range of abilities

•

Support affordable housing

•

Consult with local residents and stakeholders

•

Celebrate cultural diversity

•

Create spaces with flexible programming

•

Support food security through community gardens

Economic sustainability can be worked towards
through development planning that considers
sustainable funding and supports the financial security
of the community and local businesses. Strategies for
economic sustainability include the following:
•

Encourage adaptive reuses

•

Stimulate and support private investments

•

Employ funding strategies with ongoing returns

•

Support homeownership assistance programs

•

Support local businesses

•

Protect neighborhood assets
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Environmental sustainability can be worked towards
through ensuring that design decisions are considerate
of environmental impacts and resilient to climate change.
Strategies for environmental sustainability include the
following:
Mitigate rainwater runoff and flooding
•

Incorporated permeable surfaces through
softscape areas, permeable paving, and green
roofs

•

Utilize rain water cisterns to take some pressure off
of storm sewers and to collect rainwater for future
irrigation

•

Employ rain gardens or bioswales to slow water
runoff and filter stormwater

•

Plant large canopy trees to slow rainfall runoff

Reduce urban heat island effect
•

Optimize landscaped areas

•

Utilize large canopy trees

•

Optimize pavement with a light albedo

Encourage active transportation and transit use
•

Provide ample active transportation infrastructure

•

Promote ease of transit use

•

Optimize connectivity of active transportation and
transit infrastructure

Use sustainable planting
•

Plant drought-resistant and low maintenance
species

•

Ensure sufficient species diversity

•

Optimize wildlife habitat

Utilize green building techniques
•

Promote energy efficiency

•

Source local materials

•

Encourage LEED, passive house, or alternate
standards for green building
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Smart Cities:
Smart technology can be incorporated into all levels
of development, utilizing technology to create a more
responsive and resilient Hallandale Beach. Smart
technologies can improve quality of life, operating
efficiency, and neighborhood sustainability through
facilitating user engagement, optimizing mobility and
energy consumption, monitoring asset utilization and
promoting fitness, safety and security. Strategies for a
Smart City include:
•

Implement public wifi, smart wayfinding, and/or
applications

•

Utilize smart technologies for asset management
(i.e. for buildings, transportation infrastructure,
water distribution, drainage, etc.)

•

Collect utilization data to inform future design
decisions (i.e. monitor water levels and climate
events/trends)

•

Optimize mobility through monitoring use and
smart applications, including smart parking

•

Utilize smart street lighting with motion sensors

Smart City Elements:
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C. REGIONAL & INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COORDINATION
The successful implementation of the Hallandale Beach
CRA redevelopment plan modification will require
Intergovernmental Coordination. Collaboration between
Municipal and local agencies, as well as at the County
level will encourage cooperation and a redevelopment
that balanced the needs and motivations of all parties
involved. It is recommended that the CRA develop an
intergovernmental committee consisting of personnel
from the CRA, the City of Hallandale Beach, and Broward
County to encourage open lines of communication
throughout implementation.
D. AFFORDABLE HOUSING
A key objective of the CRA is to eliminate substandard
housing and provide affordable housing alternatives,
thereby reversing the deterioration and blighted
conditions that are evident within Hallandale Beach.
Within this redevelopment plan modification, the
provision of affordable housing should be prioritized
and seamlessly integrated with the new development
projects proposed, such as Harlem Village and the new
Hallandale Downtown Center. Not only should housing
be provided to offer affordable options to new residents,
but current resident retention is also essential to the
growth of the community. The potential displacement
of low-income residents through the redevelopment
improvements should be mitigated or avoided through
the development of affordable housing initiatives,
relocation assistance and additional social support
programs to assist low-income individuals within the
CRA. Ultimately, affordable housing should be prioritized
as a means of ensuring that the redevelopment has a
positive impact on the quality of life within Hallandale
Beach for all residents, regardless of socioeconomic
status.
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10.4 THE CATALYTIC PROJECTS
While specific design interventions will occur on a microscale by quadrant, it is essential that a consistent design
language is formed across the entirety of the CRA area.
By doing so, a distinct sense of place will be developed
for the community redevelopment area, with a clear
sense of arrival and legibility for visitors and residents
alike. Elements such as wayfinding, street furnishing and
streetscaping can be consistently used across the entire
development area to delineate arrival into the CRA.

of the local economy. The proposed redevelopment
projects will act as hubs for the community and will
inspire subsequent changes at the neighborhood-level
to accomodate growth. In keeping with transit supportive
design, a more compact urban form will be encouraged,
while preserving the essence of the local neighborhoods’
tangible and intangible heritage, in line with the concerns
of area residents. To ensure that new development fits
in with and protects adjacent stable neighborhoods,
higher densities and taller buildings are focused around
the proposed catalytic nodes envisioned for the HBCRA,
which are:

Dixie Hwy

Additionally, Catalytic Projects, intended to be featured
1
as hubs for activity and destinations with the CRA are
planned for the Hallandale Beach CRA. These projects will
I-95
showcase the development potential of the CRA and will
be highly identifiable features of the community. Specific
1
to the design objective, COMPACT, the CRA-wide design
interventions will focus on large-scale projects that are
transit-oriented in nature and will focus on creating strong
destinations within the CRA and supporting the growth

Large-Scale Catalytic Projects: A. Harlem Village
+ FADD (Food, Arts and Design District); and B.
Hallandale Downtown Center
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Smaller-Scale Catalytic Projects: C. Foster Road
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FIGURE 10.1: CRA CATALYTIC PROJECTS
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LEGEND

1. ACTIVITY CENTERS

1

Miami Dade County Boundary

1A

TOD CITY CENTER

Hallandale Beach City Boundary

1B

HARLEM VILLAGE + FADD

Water Body

1C

REGIONAL COMMERCIAL CENTER
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CRA Boundary
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Parks, Open Spaces & Recreation
Proposed FEC Passenger Rail
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0.2

0.3

VILLAGE
A. HARLEM VILLAGE
Harlem Village takes its namesake from the Harlem
Renaissance, during a period in the U.S. where there was
a music, social and artistic explosion of African-American
Cultural expression. Throughout this period, African
American performers including Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy
Gillespie, Duke Ellington, and many more, would perform
in predominantly white-owned and white-patronized night
clubs and theaters. Due to segregation and Jim Crow

laws, these performers would go back to African American
neighborhoods and perform in African American owned
nightclubs, and sleep in African American owned hotels.
Harlem Village takes its name from this time period in
American history, as a way to build on the foundation of
those great African American artists and performers who
traveled throughout the nation and contributed so heavily
to culture in the United States.

THE INSPIRATION BEHIND HARLEM VILLAGE- “REBRANDING GREATNESS”

BURNABY, BC, CAN

LAND USE & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Regional and City level Activity Centers:
Support the growth of local economy − TOD
City Center | Harlem Village + FADD

NEIGHBORHOODS ENHANCEMENTS

VAUGHAN, ON, CAN
CELEBRATING MUSIC, ARTS & CULTURE IN THE HEART OF HALLANDALE BEACH
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Image Source: harlemrenaissance.com

Promote strong and well-balanced
neighborhood branding through gateways &
signage
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CATALYTIC PROJECT | TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE DEVELOPMENT

COMPLETE STREETS | MULTIMODAL INTEGRATION | SMART
PARKING

CREATIVE PLACEMAKING | ARCHITECTURAL VARIETY |
FUTURE-PROOFING

Preserving the character and spirit of the Northwest
neighborhoods while infusing it with additional revenuegenerating activities, is a key component of the Harlem
Village catalytic project. The proposed vision for Harlem
Village emphasizes the celebration of jazz, music, arts
and culture as a central theme for the project. The intent
is to make the district more visible and connected to the
city; and encourage a wide variety of arts-related and
contemporary uses such as upscale restaurants, farmer’s

Hallandale Beach Blvd

Linking the Northwest neighborhoods to the Food, Arts
and Design District (FADD) along NE 1st Avenue, the village
will be home to a host of creative industries such as media,
advertising, architecture, fashion design, animation, and
software design, ensuring that the district will sustainably
regenerate itself with new ideas. Additional proposed
uses include a major community gathering facility at the
center of the district—the Harlem Performance Center- a
20,000 square foot facility. To address the issue of future
GOLDEN
garages of various sizes are
parking demand, parking
BEACH
within the Harlem Village boundaries. Parking demand
management (PDM) strategies can also be utilized to
address future parking demands for Harlem Village.
Oleander Dr

Hallandale Beach Blvd

Layne Blwd

NW 1st St.

S Ocean Dr

NW 7TH STREET

NW 7th St.

To achieve this, the redevelopment plan modification
looks to build upon the proposed Hallandale Downtown
Center project (page 128). Hallandale Downtown Center is
a mix-use project located in the NW Quadrant of the City.
The project is comprised of 13 parcels approximately 2.37
acres. To complement this development, Harlem Village
will introduce a diverse mix of residential townhomes,
mixed-use live-work apartments, office space, and a mix
of additional exhibition space, galleries, theaters, retail,
restaurants, entertainment venues, hotels, conference
facilities, and parks and plazas for outdoor performances
and sculptural displays.

Palm Dr

Atlantic Shores Blvd

Blvd

Dixie Hwy

NW 2nd Ave

.

NW 4th Ave

Rd

NW 6th Ave

NW 7th Ave

ter

NW 8th Ave

Fos

NE 12th Ave

Moffet St.

Pembroke Rd

Pembroke Rd

824

markets, wine clubs, a community center with start-up
business incubators and hotels to ensure a vibrant and
dynamic district.
Three island

Location: Bound on the north by NW 7th Avenue, on the
south by NW 3rd Street,
west by NW 4th Avenue, on theHOLLYWOOD
Highway
and on the east by Dixie

Diplomat Pkwy

S 26th Ave

A. HARLEM VILLAGE

Pedestrian-scaled streets become the focus of activity,
with opportunity for public art to be displayed within
the streetscape and on the built form. This will give the
district its unique appeal and establish a strong sense
of place. To facilitate improved linkages with the FADD,
a pedestrian bridge over Dixie Highway is proposed
connecting two hotels over the railroad.
The center piece of redevelopment in this area will be
Foster Road, which will serve as the main artery of
Harlem Village. It will function as a mixed use commercial
area and will be visually connected to Dixie Highway by
way of a traffic-calmed internal street. This will allow for
increased pedestrian activity, reduced vehicular speed
and circulation, and provide usable public realm space.

CELEBRATING MUSIC, ARTS & CULTURE IN THE HEART OF HALLANDALE BEACH
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HARLEM VILLAGE CONCEPT PLANS

LEGEND
Office / Retail
Residential / Retail
Community / Civic Facility
Open Space
Townhomes
Neighborhood Commercial
Retail Street
Priority Streets
Standard Streets
Rail Line
Pedestrian Bridge
(Stars are Access Points)

FIGURE 10.2: HARLEM VILLAGE CONCEPT DIAGRAM
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FOSTER ROAD
NE 2ND AVENUE

NW 1ST AVENUE

NW 2ND AVNEUE

NW 3RD AVENUE

NW 4TH STREET

NW 3RD STREET

FIGURE 10.3: HARLEM VILLAGE CONCEPT PLAN
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10

REDEVELOPMENT
PLAN CONCEPTS

10.1 CRA REDEVELOPMENT VISION
The previous sections, 1 through 9, provide a foundational
understanding of the current conditions, opportunities
and constraints present in the Hallandale Beach CRA.
Currently, the CRA lacks the destinations and supportive
infrastructure to attract visitors and new residents. While
Hallandale Beach is anchored by its active waterfront,
the in-land CRA requires a renewed sense of place and
vibrancy to attract tourists from the beach to the many
planned destinations within the CRA. In addition, the
Redevelopment Plan also aims to transform Hallandale
Beach from a mere throughway to surrounding
communities, to a destination in itself, inviting people to
live, work and play within the HBCRA.
The CRA stands at the crossroads of an immense
opportunity with just a few years remaining in the CRA
horizon, to use remaining funds to transform the HBCRA
into a complete community that provides a high quality
of life to those that live, work and play within its bounds.
The redevelopment concepts proposed are designed to
capitalize on this opportune location and time in the CRA
horizon.

The following guiding principles will be utilized to form the
concepts for the CRA:

COMPACT
CONNECTED
RESILIENT

In order to build upon the current shortcomings
experienced within the CRA and to ensure that
redevelopment concepts come to fruition, a strong
vision statement for the CRA area will guide all future
developments. Envisioned for the Hallandale Beach CRA
is:

VISION
The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment Area will be known as a welcoming, safe, progressive,
innovative business friendly and diverse community. The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment
Agency will focus its resources on eliminating slum and blighted conditions within the redevelopment
area by improving the quality of life for its residents, business community and other stakeholders. The
HBCRA will become a sustainable and inclusive community for people to live work and play due to its
beautiful neighborhoods and outstanding businesses, entertainment, arts and cultural opportunities.
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10.2 REDEVELOPMENT GOALS
Arising from the three main development principles, the
following goals will provide tangible ways of designing
and planning the CRA to become a Compact, Connected
and Resilient community:

COMPACT
Achieving a compact and efficient urban form will be a guiding factor in the redevelopment of the HBCRA. The
area will be transformed to become a thriving city, built on healthy neighborhoods and a diverse economy, offering
opportunities to all residents in new, and flourishing enterprises. In striving towards a compact development
form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

CATALYTIC PROJECTS

TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE
DEVELOPMENT

NEIGHBORHOOD-LEVEL
ENHANCEMENTS

Support the growth of the
local economy with featured
projects− Harlem Village + FADD
| Hallandale Downtown Center.

Maximize development potential
with proximity to the Tri-Rail
Coastal Link through increased
density and a mix of uses.

Promote strong neighborhood
branding, safety and identity
through gateways & signage, as
well as upgraded infrastructure.

Transit Supportive Development

Neighborhood-Level Enhancements
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CONNECTED
Capitalizing on the HBCRA’s opportune location and connections to inter-city and regional transportation/transit
connections will improve the overall connectivity of the community. Updated streetscaping, leveraging multimodal transportation and strategic parking solutions will transform the HBCRA’s mobility. In striving towards a
Connected development form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

COMPLETE STREETS

MULTI-MODAL
INTEGRATION

SMART PARKING

Provide a safe and efficient road
network that supports planned
land uses and safe intersections.

Facilitate easily identifiable, safe
and efficient access to multiple
modes of transportation.

Manage increasing demand for
parking with a variety of strategic
parking solutions.

Complete Streets

Multi-Modal Integration
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RESILIENT
Resiliency, in the context of the Hallandale Beach CRA, can be defined as the CRA’s capacity to respond to
disturbances, resist damages and to recover quickly, particularly in light of rapid changes in environmental,
social and economic conditions. Increasing the ability of the City of Hallandale Beach to absorb, respond to,
recover from and prepare for environmental, physical, economic, social and technological disruptions will help
the community become more sustainable. In striving towards a Resilient development form, the subsequent
goals will guide design improvements:

CREATIVE
PLACEMAKING

ARCHITECTURAL
VARIETY

FUTURE PROOFING

Utilize innovative means of
creating a sense of place,
providing the CRA with a distinct
and attractive identity for both
residents and visitors.

Use diverse architectural styles
and massings to create iconic
buildings and destinations within
the CRA, as well as a more
distinct community.

Prepare the HBCRA for a more
sustainable future through the
use of smart technologies, social
and economic development
programs and environmental
measures.

.

Future Proofing

Architectural Variety
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CONNECTED
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Redevelopment Plan also aims to transform Hallandale
Beach from a mere throughway to surrounding
communities, to a destination in itself, inviting people to
live, work and play within the HBCRA.
The CRA stands at the crossroads of an immense
opportunity with just a few years remaining in the CRA
horizon, to use remaining funds to transform the HBCRA
into a complete community that provides a high quality
of life to those that live, work and play within its bounds.
The redevelopment concepts proposed are designed to
capitalize on this opportune location and time in the CRA
horizon.

The following guiding principles will be utilized to form the
concepts for the CRA:

COMPACT
CONNECTED
RESILIENT

In order to build upon the current shortcomings
experienced within the CRA and to ensure that
redevelopment concepts come to fruition, a strong
vision statement for the CRA area will guide all future
developments. Envisioned for the Hallandale Beach CRA
is:

VISION
The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment Area will be known as a welcoming, safe, progressive,
innovative business friendly and diverse community. The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment
Agency will focus its resources on eliminating slum and blighted conditions within the redevelopment
area by improving the quality of life for its residents, business community and other stakeholders. The
HBCRA will become a sustainable and inclusive community for people to live work and play due to its
beautiful neighborhoods and outstanding businesses, entertainment, arts and cultural opportunities.
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10.2 REDEVELOPMENT GOALS
Arising from the three main development principles, the
following goals will provide tangible ways of designing
and planning the CRA to become a Compact, Connected
and Resilient community:

COMPACT
Achieving a compact and efficient urban form will be a guiding factor in the redevelopment of the HBCRA. The
area will be transformed to become a thriving city, built on healthy neighborhoods and a diverse economy, offering
opportunities to all residents in new, and flourishing enterprises. In striving towards a compact development
form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

CATALYTIC PROJECTS

TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE
DEVELOPMENT

NEIGHBORHOOD-LEVEL
ENHANCEMENTS

Support the growth of the
local economy with featured
projects− Harlem Village + FADD
| Hallandale Downtown Center.

Maximize development potential
with proximity to the Tri-Rail
Coastal Link through increased
density and a mix of uses.

Promote strong neighborhood
branding, safety and identity
through gateways & signage, as
well as upgraded infrastructure.

Transit Supportive Development

Neighborhood-Level Enhancements
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CONNECTED
Capitalizing on the HBCRA’s opportune location and connections to inter-city and regional transportation/transit
connections will improve the overall connectivity of the community. Updated streetscaping, leveraging multimodal transportation and strategic parking solutions will transform the HBCRA’s mobility. In striving towards a
Connected development form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

COMPLETE STREETS

MULTI-MODAL
INTEGRATION

SMART PARKING

Provide a safe and efficient road
network that supports planned
land uses and safe intersections.

Facilitate easily identifiable, safe
and efficient access to multiple
modes of transportation.

Manage increasing demand for
parking with a variety of strategic
parking solutions.

Complete Streets

Multi-Modal Integration
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RESILIENT
Resiliency, in the context of the Hallandale Beach CRA, can be defined as the CRA’s capacity to respond to
disturbances, resist damages and to recover quickly, particularly in light of rapid changes in environmental,
social and economic conditions. Increasing the ability of the City of Hallandale Beach to absorb, respond to,
recover from and prepare for environmental, physical, economic, social and technological disruptions will help
the community become more sustainable. In striving towards a Resilient development form, the subsequent
goals will guide design improvements:

CREATIVE
PLACEMAKING

ARCHITECTURAL
VARIETY

FUTURE PROOFING

Utilize innovative means of
creating a sense of place,
providing the CRA with a distinct
and attractive identity for both
residents and visitors.

Use diverse architectural styles
and massings to create iconic
buildings and destinations within
the CRA, as well as a more
distinct community.

Prepare the HBCRA for a more
sustainable future through the
use of smart technologies, social
and economic development
programs and environmental
measures.

.

Future Proofing

Architectural Variety
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10

REDEVELOPMENT
PLAN CONCEPTS

10.1 CRA REDEVELOPMENT VISION
The previous sections, 1 through 9, provide a foundational
understanding of the current conditions, opportunities
and constraints present in the Hallandale Beach CRA.
Currently, the CRA lacks the destinations and supportive
infrastructure to attract visitors and new residents. While
Hallandale Beach is anchored by its active waterfront,
the in-land CRA requires a renewed sense of place and
vibrancy to attract tourists from the beach to the many
planned destinations within the CRA. In addition, the
Redevelopment Plan also aims to transform Hallandale
Beach from a mere throughway to surrounding
communities, to a destination in itself, inviting people to
live, work and play within the HBCRA.
The CRA stands at the crossroads of an immense
opportunity with just a few years remaining in the CRA
horizon, to use remaining funds to transform the HBCRA
into a complete community that provides a high quality
of life to those that live, work and play within its bounds.
The redevelopment concepts proposed are designed to
capitalize on this opportune location and time in the CRA
horizon.

The following guiding principles will be utilized to form the
concepts for the CRA:

COMPACT
CONNECTED
RESILIENT

In order to build upon the current shortcomings
experienced within the CRA and to ensure that
redevelopment concepts come to fruition, a strong
vision statement for the CRA area will guide all future
developments. Envisioned for the Hallandale Beach CRA
is:

VISION
The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment Area will be known as a welcoming, safe, progressive,
innovative business friendly and diverse community. The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment
Agency will focus its resources on eliminating slum and blighted conditions within the redevelopment
area by improving the quality of life for its residents, business community and other stakeholders. The
HBCRA will become a sustainable and inclusive community for people to live work and play due to its
beautiful neighborhoods and outstanding businesses, entertainment, arts and cultural opportunities.
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RESILIENT
Resiliency, in the context of the Hallandale Beach CRA, can be defined as the CRA’s capacity to respond to
disturbances, resist damages and to recover quickly, particularly in light of rapid changes in environmental,
social and economic conditions. Increasing the ability of the City of Hallandale Beach to absorb, respond to,
recover from and prepare for environmental, physical, economic, social and technological disruptions will help
the community become more sustainable. In striving towards a Resilient development form, the subsequent
goals will guide design improvements:

CREATIVE
PLACEMAKING

ARCHITECTURAL
VARIETY

FUTURE PROOFING

Utilize innovative means of
creating a sense of place,
providing the CRA with a distinct
and attractive identity for both
residents and visitors.

Use diverse architectural styles
and massings to create iconic
buildings and destinations within
the CRA, as well as a more
distinct community.

Prepare the HBCRA for a more
sustainable future through the
use of smart technologies, social
and economic development
programs and environmental
measures.

.

Future Proofing

Architectural Variety
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10

REDEVELOPMENT
PLAN CONCEPTS

10.1 CRA REDEVELOPMENT VISION
The previous sections, 1 through 9, provide a foundational
understanding of the current conditions, opportunities
and constraints present in the Hallandale Beach CRA.
Currently, the CRA lacks the destinations and supportive
infrastructure to attract visitors and new residents. While
Hallandale Beach is anchored by its active waterfront,
the in-land CRA requires a renewed sense of place and
vibrancy to attract tourists from the beach to the many
planned destinations within the CRA. In addition, the
Redevelopment Plan also aims to transform Hallandale
Beach from a mere throughway to surrounding
communities, to a destination in itself, inviting people to
live, work and play within the HBCRA.
The CRA stands at the crossroads of an immense
opportunity with just a few years remaining in the CRA
horizon, to use remaining funds to transform the HBCRA
into a complete community that provides a high quality
of life to those that live, work and play within its bounds.
The redevelopment concepts proposed are designed to
capitalize on this opportune location and time in the CRA
horizon.

The following guiding principles will be utilized to form the
concepts for the CRA:

COMPACT
CONNECTED
RESILIENT

In order to build upon the current shortcomings
experienced within the CRA and to ensure that
redevelopment concepts come to fruition, a strong
vision statement for the CRA area will guide all future
developments. Envisioned for the Hallandale Beach CRA
is:

VISION
The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment Area will be known as a welcoming, safe, progressive,
innovative business friendly and diverse community. The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment
Agency will focus its resources on eliminating slum and blighted conditions within the redevelopment
area by improving the quality of life for its residents, business community and other stakeholders. The
HBCRA will become a sustainable and inclusive community for people to live work and play due to its
beautiful neighborhoods and outstanding businesses, entertainment, arts and cultural opportunities.
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10.2 REDEVELOPMENT GOALS
Arising from the three main development principles, the
following goals will provide tangible ways of designing
and planning the CRA to become a Compact, Connected
and Resilient community:

COMPACT
Achieving a compact and efficient urban form will be a guiding factor in the redevelopment of the HBCRA. The
area will be transformed to become a thriving city, built on healthy neighborhoods and a diverse economy, offering
opportunities to all residents in new, and flourishing enterprises. In striving towards a compact development
form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

CATALYTIC PROJECTS

TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE
DEVELOPMENT

NEIGHBORHOOD-LEVEL
ENHANCEMENTS

Support the growth of the
local economy with featured
projects− Harlem Village + FADD
| Hallandale Downtown Center.

Maximize development potential
with proximity to the Tri-Rail
Coastal Link through increased
density and a mix of uses.

Promote strong neighborhood
branding, safety and identity
through gateways & signage, as
well as upgraded infrastructure.

Transit Supportive Development

Neighborhood-Level Enhancements
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CONNECTED
Capitalizing on the HBCRA’s opportune location and connections to inter-city and regional transportation/transit
connections will improve the overall connectivity of the community. Updated streetscaping, leveraging multimodal transportation and strategic parking solutions will transform the HBCRA’s mobility. In striving towards a
Connected development form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

COMPLETE STREETS

MULTI-MODAL
INTEGRATION

SMART PARKING

Provide a safe and efficient road
network that supports planned
land uses and safe intersections.

Facilitate easily identifiable, safe
and efficient access to multiple
modes of transportation.

Manage increasing demand for
parking with a variety of strategic
parking solutions.

Complete Streets

Multi-Modal Integration
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RESILIENT
Resiliency, in the context of the Hallandale Beach CRA, can be defined as the CRA’s capacity to respond to
disturbances, resist damages and to recover quickly, particularly in light of rapid changes in environmental,
social and economic conditions. Increasing the ability of the City of Hallandale Beach to absorb, respond to,
recover from and prepare for environmental, physical, economic, social and technological disruptions will help
the community become more sustainable. In striving towards a Resilient development form, the subsequent
goals will guide design improvements:

CREATIVE
PLACEMAKING

ARCHITECTURAL
VARIETY

FUTURE PROOFING

Utilize innovative means of
creating a sense of place,
providing the CRA with a distinct
and attractive identity for both
residents and visitors.

Use diverse architectural styles
and massings to create iconic
buildings and destinations within
the CRA, as well as a more
distinct community.

Prepare the HBCRA for a more
sustainable future through the
use of smart technologies, social
and economic development
programs and environmental
measures.

.

Future Proofing

Architectural Variety
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These guiding development principles and associated
goals will provide the design direction to achieve the
vision for the Hallandale Beach CRA redevelopment
plan modification. As such, the following section will
provide a high-level understanding of some of the
specific design focuses for the HBCRA, as well as the
CRA-wide design improvements that are proposed
for the HBCRA. While these specific catalytic projects
may lie in certain quadrants within the CRA, these
developments are anticipated to act as anchors for the
CRA as a whole and new destinations to live, work and
play. The transformative quality of the catalytic projects
on a CRA-wide scale justify their exclusion from the
neighborhood-level redevelopment improvements
and provide the impetus for viewing these projects
as having an influence on the CRA as a whole. These
catalytic projects include (see Section 10.4):
Large-Scale CRA-Wide Redevelopment Projects
1. Harlem Village + FADD
2. Hallandale Downtown Center

Complete Communities

Smaller-Scale CRA-Wide Redevelopment Projects
3. Foster Road Commercial Corridor
4. Arts Trail
In addition to the catalytic projects, which will have a
transformative influence on the entirety of the CRA, the
neighborhood-level improvements that occur in each
of the quadrants will also be explored (see Section
10.5):

Complete ‘Smart’ Streets

1. Complete Streets Hallandale
2. Multimodal Integration
3. Smart Parking
4. Regreening Hallandale
5. Lakes & Waterfront (Chaves Lake Rehabilitation)
6. Low Impact Development

Vibrant Community Gathering Spaces
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REDEVELOPMENT INTENT
The design interventions proposed for the CRA
as a whole, as well as the opportunities for public
improvements, redevelopment and future land use
composition are identified and graphically included in
following section. The redevelopment plan modification
has been prepared to reflect the future land use and
development patterns desired by the community
as expressed during the community workshops
conducted as part of this project. The redevelopment
plan modification identifies, in general, where primary
land uses and activity centers will be located in order
to best attract prospective businesses and residents,
while at the same time being well integrated into
desired future transportation and land use patterns.
The main intentions of Redevelopment efforts for the
CRA are listed as follows:
1.

The redevelopment plan modification provides a
tool for the City to promote economic development
by showing prospective investors locations that
have been designated for their purpose; thereby
reducing the developer’s risk and permitting
hurdles when coming to the community.

2. It provides a holistic means for the City to provide
the approvals of new developments based upon
an agreed-upon strategy.
3. The redevelopment plan modification allows the
CRA and the City to make capital improvements
projections based upon known future, public
project needs, demands and proposed locations.
4. The redevelopment plan modification establishes
a framework for policy decisions that anticipate the
need for increased density in future development
patterns.
5. The redevelopment plan modification facilitates the
preparation of new land development regulations
that provide a higher standard of urban and
residential design.

communities and a Performing Arts Center.
7.

The redevelopment plan modification supports
desired
social,
physical
and
economic
development strategies, as expressed by
community representatives, including:
• Development patterns with higher densities
of mixed-use located in the core areas with
moderate density buildings and residential uses
in surrounding neighborhoods.
• The expansion of activities in City of Hallandale
Beach to establish it as a regional destination with
the introduction of new mixed-use, experience
commercial, entertainment and residential uses.
• Support of infill, renovation and enhancement
of residential areas and the prevention of
commercial encroachment into neighborhoods.
• The improvement of aesthetic conditions on the
Hallandale Beach Boulevard, Dixie Highway and
NW/SW 8th Ave Corridors.
• Strengthening and expansion of the arts, culture
and entertainment.
• The ‘Regreening’ of the Hallandale Beach CRA
through the addition of consistent native street
trees and the potential addition of community
spaces such as pocket parks and community
gardens.
• Creating a cohesive trail network, the Arts
Trail, to connect each of the four quadrants
in an environment that encourages active
transportation.
• Reinforcement of future public transportation
and a range of mobility options, particularly
first-and-last-mile connectivity, through the
development of multimodal transit and expansion
of pedestrian infrastructure and amenities.

6. The redevelopment plan modification supports
culture and the arts as integral activities throughout
the entirety of the CRA, providing continued
support for special events and festivals, while
also setting aside locations for artists’ live-work
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10.3 OVERARCHING REDEVELOPMENT FOCUS AREAS
In keeping with the redevelopment intents for the CRA,
a few specific focus areas should be emphasized in the
application and design of the various redevelopment
improvements proposed. These design focuses should
advise and be seamlessly integrated within largerscale and neighborhood-level development projects to
ensure the overall CRA vision priorities for an innovative,
business-friendly, sustainable and inclusive community
is achieved. As such, the following focus areas are
emphasized and included within the redevelopment
improvements:

for residents in the areas of workforce development
training and business/entrepreneurship development
and training. As such, a core focus of the emerging
redevelopment projects will aim to encourage and
support the local workforce, providing new job
opportunities to residents and providing opportunities
for the local economy to grow and expand.

A. Economic Development

Sustainable Development:
The Hallandale Beach CRA should be sustainable,
balancing community growth from social, economic, and
environmental perspectives. Sustainable development
must be resilient to shifts in the socio-economic climate,
providing a place that serves the current population and
is able to grow and change in the future.

B. Smart Cities & Sustainability
C. Regional & Intergovernmental Coordination
D. Affordable Housing
In keeping with the CRA vision and intentions for
Hallandale Beach, economic growth within the CRA, the
transition towards technological solutions and resilience,
collaboration between agencies and affordable housing
are all priorities in the Redevelopment of the HBCRA.
The following pages will outline the importance of
integrating these factors into the redevelopment plan
modification, as well as some high-level strategies for
their incorporation in the redevelopment improvements
and projects.
A. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
As discussed further in Section 13, Implementation
Strategies, much of the CRA’s economic development
efforts are focused on increasing tourist experiences
with the development of the fashion, arts and design
district (FADD) and Harlem Village as an emerging
music and arts venue. These venues are planned to
include incubators to enhance the skills of the local
workforce. The CRA is also developing strategies to
expand the City’s office, mixed use and hotel inventory
through mixed land uses that provide for a more vibrant
urban form. With the CRA’s close proximity to the TriRail Coastal Link, development potential should be
capitalized on to encourage the growth of new industries
and business in the CRA.
In addition, the CRA is empowered to fund and support
social programming that increases the quality of life
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B. SMART CITIES & SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

Social sustainability can be worked towards through
planning for all members of the population, including
the most vulnerable. Strategies for social sustainability
include the following:
•

Mitigate displacement

•

Design for a range of abilities

•

Support affordable housing

•

Consult with local residents and stakeholders

•

Celebrate cultural diversity

•

Create spaces with flexible programming

•

Support food security through community gardens

Economic sustainability can be worked towards
through development planning that considers
sustainable funding and supports the financial security
of the community and local businesses. Strategies for
economic sustainability include the following:
•

Encourage adaptive reuses

•

Stimulate and support private investments

•

Employ funding strategies with ongoing returns

•

Support homeownership assistance programs

•

Support local businesses

•

Protect neighborhood assets
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Environmental sustainability can be worked towards
through ensuring that design decisions are considerate
of environmental impacts and resilient to climate change.
Strategies for environmental sustainability include the
following:
Mitigate rainwater runoff and flooding
•

Incorporated permeable surfaces through
softscape areas, permeable paving, and green
roofs

•

Utilize rain water cisterns to take some pressure off
of storm sewers and to collect rainwater for future
irrigation

•

Employ rain gardens or bioswales to slow water
runoff and filter stormwater

•

Plant large canopy trees to slow rainfall runoff

Reduce urban heat island effect
•

Optimize landscaped areas

•

Utilize large canopy trees

•

Optimize pavement with a light albedo

Encourage active transportation and transit use
•

Provide ample active transportation infrastructure

•

Promote ease of transit use

•

Optimize connectivity of active transportation and
transit infrastructure

Use sustainable planting
•

Plant drought-resistant and low maintenance
species

•

Ensure sufficient species diversity

•

Optimize wildlife habitat

Utilize green building techniques
•

Promote energy efficiency

•

Source local materials

•

Encourage LEED, passive house, or alternate
standards for green building
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Smart Cities:
Smart technology can be incorporated into all levels
of development, utilizing technology to create a more
responsive and resilient Hallandale Beach. Smart
technologies can improve quality of life, operating
efficiency, and neighborhood sustainability through
facilitating user engagement, optimizing mobility and
energy consumption, monitoring asset utilization and
promoting fitness, safety and security. Strategies for a
Smart City include:
•

Implement public wifi, smart wayfinding, and/or
applications

•

Utilize smart technologies for asset management
(i.e. for buildings, transportation infrastructure,
water distribution, drainage, etc.)

•

Collect utilization data to inform future design
decisions (i.e. monitor water levels and climate
events/trends)

•

Optimize mobility through monitoring use and
smart applications, including smart parking

•

Utilize smart street lighting with motion sensors

Smart City Elements:
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C. REGIONAL & INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COORDINATION
The successful implementation of the Hallandale Beach
CRA redevelopment plan modification will require
Intergovernmental Coordination. Collaboration between
Municipal and local agencies, as well as at the County
level will encourage cooperation and a redevelopment
that balanced the needs and motivations of all parties
involved. It is recommended that the CRA develop an
intergovernmental committee consisting of personnel
from the CRA, the City of Hallandale Beach, and Broward
County to encourage open lines of communication
throughout implementation.
D. AFFORDABLE HOUSING
A key objective of the CRA is to eliminate substandard
housing and provide affordable housing alternatives,
thereby reversing the deterioration and blighted
conditions that are evident within Hallandale Beach.
Within this redevelopment plan modification, the
provision of affordable housing should be prioritized
and seamlessly integrated with the new development
projects proposed, such as Harlem Village and the new
Hallandale Downtown Center. Not only should housing
be provided to offer affordable options to new residents,
but current resident retention is also essential to the
growth of the community. The potential displacement
of low-income residents through the redevelopment
improvements should be mitigated or avoided through
the development of affordable housing initiatives,
relocation assistance and additional social support
programs to assist low-income individuals within the
CRA. Ultimately, affordable housing should be prioritized
as a means of ensuring that the redevelopment has a
positive impact on the quality of life within Hallandale
Beach for all residents, regardless of socioeconomic
status.
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10.4 THE CATALYTIC PROJECTS
While specific design interventions will occur on a microscale by quadrant, it is essential that a consistent design
language is formed across the entirety of the CRA area.
By doing so, a distinct sense of place will be developed
for the community redevelopment area, with a clear
sense of arrival and legibility for visitors and residents
alike. Elements such as wayfinding, street furnishing and
streetscaping can be consistently used across the entire
development area to delineate arrival into the CRA.

of the local economy. The proposed redevelopment
projects will act as hubs for the community and will
inspire subsequent changes at the neighborhood-level
to accomodate growth. In keeping with transit supportive
design, a more compact urban form will be encouraged,
while preserving the essence of the local neighborhoods’
tangible and intangible heritage, in line with the concerns
of area residents. To ensure that new development fits
in with and protects adjacent stable neighborhoods,
higher densities and taller buildings are focused around
the proposed catalytic nodes envisioned for the HBCRA,
which are:

Dixie Hwy

Additionally, Catalytic Projects, intended to be featured
1
as hubs for activity and destinations with the CRA are
planned for the Hallandale Beach CRA. These projects will
I-95
showcase the development potential of the CRA and will
be highly identifiable features of the community. Specific
1
to the design objective, COMPACT, the CRA-wide design
interventions will focus on large-scale projects that are
transit-oriented in nature and will focus on creating strong
destinations within the CRA and supporting the growth

Large-Scale Catalytic Projects: A. Harlem Village
+ FADD (Food, Arts and Design District); and B.
Hallandale Downtown Center

Washington Street

S 26th Ave

Smaller-Scale Catalytic Projects: C. Foster Road
Commercial Corridor; and D. Arts Trail
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FIGURE 10.1: CRA CATALYTIC PROJECTS
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1. ACTIVITY CENTERS

1

Miami Dade County Boundary
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TOD CITY CENTER

Hallandale Beach City Boundary

1B

HARLEM VILLAGE + FADD

Water Body

1C

REGIONAL COMMERCIAL CENTER
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0.2

0.3

VILLAGE
A. HARLEM VILLAGE
Harlem Village takes its namesake from the Harlem
Renaissance, during a period in the U.S. where there was
a music, social and artistic explosion of African-American
Cultural expression. Throughout this period, African
American performers including Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy
Gillespie, Duke Ellington, and many more, would perform
in predominantly white-owned and white-patronized night
clubs and theaters. Due to segregation and Jim Crow

laws, these performers would go back to African American
neighborhoods and perform in African American owned
nightclubs, and sleep in African American owned hotels.
Harlem Village takes its name from this time period in
American history, as a way to build on the foundation of
those great African American artists and performers who
traveled throughout the nation and contributed so heavily
to culture in the United States.

THE INSPIRATION BEHIND HARLEM VILLAGE- “REBRANDING GREATNESS”

BURNABY, BC, CAN

LAND USE & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Regional and City level Activity Centers:
Support the growth of local economy − TOD
City Center | Harlem Village + FADD

NEIGHBORHOODS ENHANCEMENTS

VAUGHAN, ON, CAN
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neighborhoods while infusing it with additional revenuegenerating activities, is a key component of the Harlem
Village catalytic project. The proposed vision for Harlem
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west by NW 4th Avenue, on theHOLLYWOOD
Highway
and on the east by Dixie

Diplomat Pkwy
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A. HARLEM VILLAGE

Pedestrian-scaled streets become the focus of activity,
with opportunity for public art to be displayed within
the streetscape and on the built form. This will give the
district its unique appeal and establish a strong sense
of place. To facilitate improved linkages with the FADD,
a pedestrian bridge over Dixie Highway is proposed
connecting two hotels over the railroad.
The center piece of redevelopment in this area will be
Foster Road, which will serve as the main artery of
Harlem Village. It will function as a mixed use commercial
area and will be visually connected to Dixie Highway by
way of a traffic-calmed internal street. This will allow for
increased pedestrian activity, reduced vehicular speed
and circulation, and provide usable public realm space.
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HARLEM VILLAGE CONCEPT PLANS
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Office / Retail
Residential / Retail
Community / Civic Facility
Open Space
Townhomes
Neighborhood Commercial
Retail Street
Priority Streets
Standard Streets
Rail Line
Pedestrian Bridge
(Stars are Access Points)

FIGURE 10.2: HARLEM VILLAGE CONCEPT DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 10.3: HARLEM VILLAGE CONCEPT PLAN
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10

REDEVELOPMENT
PLAN CONCEPTS

10.1 CRA REDEVELOPMENT VISION
The previous sections, 1 through 9, provide a foundational
understanding of the current conditions, opportunities
and constraints present in the Hallandale Beach CRA.
Currently, the CRA lacks the destinations and supportive
infrastructure to attract visitors and new residents. While
Hallandale Beach is anchored by its active waterfront,
the in-land CRA requires a renewed sense of place and
vibrancy to attract tourists from the beach to the many
planned destinations within the CRA. In addition, the
Redevelopment Plan also aims to transform Hallandale
Beach from a mere throughway to surrounding
communities, to a destination in itself, inviting people to
live, work and play within the HBCRA.
The CRA stands at the crossroads of an immense
opportunity with just a few years remaining in the CRA
horizon, to use remaining funds to transform the HBCRA
into a complete community that provides a high quality
of life to those that live, work and play within its bounds.
The redevelopment concepts proposed are designed to
capitalize on this opportune location and time in the CRA
horizon.

The following guiding principles will be utilized to form the
concepts for the CRA:

COMPACT
CONNECTED
RESILIENT

In order to build upon the current shortcomings
experienced within the CRA and to ensure that
redevelopment concepts come to fruition, a strong
vision statement for the CRA area will guide all future
developments. Envisioned for the Hallandale Beach CRA
is:

VISION
The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment Area will be known as a welcoming, safe, progressive,
innovative business friendly and diverse community. The Hallandale Beach Community Redevelopment
Agency will focus its resources on eliminating slum and blighted conditions within the redevelopment
area by improving the quality of life for its residents, business community and other stakeholders. The
HBCRA will become a sustainable and inclusive community for people to live work and play due to its
beautiful neighborhoods and outstanding businesses, entertainment, arts and cultural opportunities.
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10.2 REDEVELOPMENT GOALS
Arising from the three main development principles, the
following goals will provide tangible ways of designing
and planning the CRA to become a Compact, Connected
and Resilient community:

COMPACT
Achieving a compact and efficient urban form will be a guiding factor in the redevelopment of the HBCRA. The
area will be transformed to become a thriving city, built on healthy neighborhoods and a diverse economy, offering
opportunities to all residents in new, and flourishing enterprises. In striving towards a compact development
form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

CATALYTIC PROJECTS

TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE
DEVELOPMENT

NEIGHBORHOOD-LEVEL
ENHANCEMENTS

Support the growth of the
local economy with featured
projects− Harlem Village + FADD
| Hallandale Downtown Center.

Maximize development potential
with proximity to the Tri-Rail
Coastal Link through increased
density and a mix of uses.

Promote strong neighborhood
branding, safety and identity
through gateways & signage, as
well as upgraded infrastructure.

Transit Supportive Development

Neighborhood-Level Enhancements
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CONNECTED
Capitalizing on the HBCRA’s opportune location and connections to inter-city and regional transportation/transit
connections will improve the overall connectivity of the community. Updated streetscaping, leveraging multimodal transportation and strategic parking solutions will transform the HBCRA’s mobility. In striving towards a
Connected development form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

COMPLETE STREETS

MULTI-MODAL
INTEGRATION

SMART PARKING

Provide a safe and efficient road
network that supports planned
land uses and safe intersections.

Facilitate easily identifiable, safe
and efficient access to multiple
modes of transportation.

Manage increasing demand for
parking with a variety of strategic
parking solutions.

Complete Streets

Multi-Modal Integration
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RESILIENT
Resiliency, in the context of the Hallandale Beach CRA, can be defined as the CRA’s capacity to respond to
disturbances, resist damages and to recover quickly, particularly in light of rapid changes in environmental,
social and economic conditions. Increasing the ability of the City of Hallandale Beach to absorb, respond to,
recover from and prepare for environmental, physical, economic, social and technological disruptions will help
the community become more sustainable. In striving towards a Resilient development form, the subsequent
goals will guide design improvements:

CREATIVE
PLACEMAKING

ARCHITECTURAL
VARIETY

FUTURE PROOFING

Utilize innovative means of
creating a sense of place,
providing the CRA with a distinct
and attractive identity for both
residents and visitors.

Use diverse architectural styles
and massings to create iconic
buildings and destinations within
the CRA, as well as a more
distinct community.

Prepare the HBCRA for a more
sustainable future through the
use of smart technologies, social
and economic development
programs and environmental
measures.

.

Future Proofing

Architectural Variety
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These guiding development principles and associated
goals will provide the design direction to achieve the
vision for the Hallandale Beach CRA redevelopment
plan modification. As such, the following section will
provide a high-level understanding of some of the
specific design focuses for the HBCRA, as well as the
CRA-wide design improvements that are proposed
for the HBCRA. While these specific catalytic projects
may lie in certain quadrants within the CRA, these
developments are anticipated to act as anchors for the
CRA as a whole and new destinations to live, work and
play. The transformative quality of the catalytic projects
on a CRA-wide scale justify their exclusion from the
neighborhood-level redevelopment improvements
and provide the impetus for viewing these projects
as having an influence on the CRA as a whole. These
catalytic projects include (see Section 10.4):
Large-Scale CRA-Wide Redevelopment Projects
1. Harlem Village + FADD
2. Hallandale Downtown Center

Complete Communities

Smaller-Scale CRA-Wide Redevelopment Projects
3. Foster Road Commercial Corridor
4. Arts Trail
In addition to the catalytic projects, which will have a
transformative influence on the entirety of the CRA, the
neighborhood-level improvements that occur in each
of the quadrants will also be explored (see Section
10.5):

Complete ‘Smart’ Streets

1. Complete Streets Hallandale
2. Multimodal Integration
3. Smart Parking
4. Regreening Hallandale
5. Lakes & Waterfront (Chaves Lake Rehabilitation)
6. Low Impact Development

Vibrant Community Gathering Spaces
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REDEVELOPMENT INTENT
The design interventions proposed for the CRA
as a whole, as well as the opportunities for public
improvements, redevelopment and future land use
composition are identified and graphically included in
following section. The redevelopment plan modification
has been prepared to reflect the future land use and
development patterns desired by the community
as expressed during the community workshops
conducted as part of this project. The redevelopment
plan modification identifies, in general, where primary
land uses and activity centers will be located in order
to best attract prospective businesses and residents,
while at the same time being well integrated into
desired future transportation and land use patterns.
The main intentions of Redevelopment efforts for the
CRA are listed as follows:
1.

The redevelopment plan modification provides a
tool for the City to promote economic development
by showing prospective investors locations that
have been designated for their purpose; thereby
reducing the developer’s risk and permitting
hurdles when coming to the community.

2. It provides a holistic means for the City to provide
the approvals of new developments based upon
an agreed-upon strategy.
3. The redevelopment plan modification allows the
CRA and the City to make capital improvements
projections based upon known future, public
project needs, demands and proposed locations.
4. The redevelopment plan modification establishes
a framework for policy decisions that anticipate the
need for increased density in future development
patterns.
5. The redevelopment plan modification facilitates the
preparation of new land development regulations
that provide a higher standard of urban and
residential design.

communities and a Performing Arts Center.
7.

The redevelopment plan modification supports
desired
social,
physical
and
economic
development strategies, as expressed by
community representatives, including:
• Development patterns with higher densities
of mixed-use located in the core areas with
moderate density buildings and residential uses
in surrounding neighborhoods.
• The expansion of activities in City of Hallandale
Beach to establish it as a regional destination with
the introduction of new mixed-use, experience
commercial, entertainment and residential uses.
• Support of infill, renovation and enhancement
of residential areas and the prevention of
commercial encroachment into neighborhoods.
• The improvement of aesthetic conditions on the
Hallandale Beach Boulevard, Dixie Highway and
NW/SW 8th Ave Corridors.
• Strengthening and expansion of the arts, culture
and entertainment.
• The ‘Regreening’ of the Hallandale Beach CRA
through the addition of consistent native street
trees and the potential addition of community
spaces such as pocket parks and community
gardens.
• Creating a cohesive trail network, the Arts
Trail, to connect each of the four quadrants
in an environment that encourages active
transportation.
• Reinforcement of future public transportation
and a range of mobility options, particularly
first-and-last-mile connectivity, through the
development of multimodal transit and expansion
of pedestrian infrastructure and amenities.

6. The redevelopment plan modification supports
culture and the arts as integral activities throughout
the entirety of the CRA, providing continued
support for special events and festivals, while
also setting aside locations for artists’ live-work
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CONNECTED
Capitalizing on the HBCRA’s opportune location and connections to inter-city and regional transportation/transit
connections will improve the overall connectivity of the community. Updated streetscaping, leveraging multimodal transportation and strategic parking solutions will transform the HBCRA’s mobility. In striving towards a
Connected development form, the subsequent goals will guide design improvements:

COMPLETE STREETS

MULTI-MODAL
INTEGRATION

SMART PARKING

Provide a safe and efficient road
network that supports planned
land uses and safe intersections.

Facilitate easily identifiable, safe
and efficient access to multiple
modes of transportation.

Manage increasing demand for
parking with a variety of strategic
parking solutions.

Complete Streets

Multi-Modal Integration
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culture and the arts as integral activities throughout
the entirety of the CRA, providing continued
support for special events and festivals, while
also setting aside locations for artists’ live-work
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10.3 OVERARCHING REDEVELOPMENT FOCUS AREAS
In keeping with the redevelopment intents for the CRA,
a few specific focus areas should be emphasized in the
application and design of the various redevelopment
improvements proposed. These design focuses should
advise and be seamlessly integrated within largerscale and neighborhood-level development projects to
ensure the overall CRA vision priorities for an innovative,
business-friendly, sustainable and inclusive community
is achieved. As such, the following focus areas are
emphasized and included within the redevelopment
improvements:

for residents in the areas of workforce development
training and business/entrepreneurship development
and training. As such, a core focus of the emerging
redevelopment projects will aim to encourage and
support the local workforce, providing new job
opportunities to residents and providing opportunities
for the local economy to grow and expand.

A. Economic Development

Sustainable Development:
The Hallandale Beach CRA should be sustainable,
balancing community growth from social, economic, and
environmental perspectives. Sustainable development
must be resilient to shifts in the socio-economic climate,
providing a place that serves the current population and
is able to grow and change in the future.

B. Smart Cities & Sustainability
C. Regional & Intergovernmental Coordination
D. Affordable Housing
In keeping with the CRA vision and intentions for
Hallandale Beach, economic growth within the CRA, the
transition towards technological solutions and resilience,
collaboration between agencies and affordable housing
are all priorities in the Redevelopment of the HBCRA.
The following pages will outline the importance of
integrating these factors into the redevelopment plan
modification, as well as some high-level strategies for
their incorporation in the redevelopment improvements
and projects.
A. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
As discussed further in Section 13, Implementation
Strategies, much of the CRA’s economic development
efforts are focused on increasing tourist experiences
with the development of the fashion, arts and design
district (FADD) and Harlem Village as an emerging
music and arts venue. These venues are planned to
include incubators to enhance the skills of the local
workforce. The CRA is also developing strategies to
expand the City’s office, mixed use and hotel inventory
through mixed land uses that provide for a more vibrant
urban form. With the CRA’s close proximity to the TriRail Coastal Link, development potential should be
capitalized on to encourage the growth of new industries
and business in the CRA.
In addition, the CRA is empowered to fund and support
social programming that increases the quality of life
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B. SMART CITIES & SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

Social sustainability can be worked towards through
planning for all members of the population, including
the most vulnerable. Strategies for social sustainability
include the following:
•

Mitigate displacement

•

Design for a range of abilities

•

Support affordable housing

•

Consult with local residents and stakeholders

•

Celebrate cultural diversity

•

Create spaces with flexible programming

•

Support food security through community gardens

Economic sustainability can be worked towards
through development planning that considers
sustainable funding and supports the financial security
of the community and local businesses. Strategies for
economic sustainability include the following:
•

Encourage adaptive reuses

•

Stimulate and support private investments

•

Employ funding strategies with ongoing returns

•

Support homeownership assistance programs

•

Support local businesses

•

Protect neighborhood assets
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Environmental sustainability can be worked towards
through ensuring that design decisions are considerate
of environmental impacts and resilient to climate change.
Strategies for environmental sustainability include the
following:
Mitigate rainwater runoff and flooding
•

Incorporated permeable surfaces through
softscape areas, permeable paving, and green
roofs

•

Utilize rain water cisterns to take some pressure off
of storm sewers and to collect rainwater for future
irrigation

•

Employ rain gardens or bioswales to slow water
runoff and filter stormwater

•

Plant large canopy trees to slow rainfall runoff

Reduce urban heat island effect
•

Optimize landscaped areas

•

Utilize large canopy trees

•

Optimize pavement with a light albedo

Encourage active transportation and transit use
•

Provide ample active transportation infrastructure

•

Promote ease of transit use

•

Optimize connectivity of active transportation and
transit infrastructure

Use sustainable planting
•

Plant drought-resistant and low maintenance
species

•

Ensure sufficient species diversity

•

Optimize wildlife habitat

Utilize green building techniques
•

Promote energy efficiency

•

Source local materials

•

Encourage LEED, passive house, or alternate
standards for green building
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Bioswales as water filtration
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Smart Cities:
Smart technology can be incorporated into all levels
of development, utilizing technology to create a more
responsive and resilient Hallandale Beach. Smart
technologies can improve quality of life, operating
efficiency, and neighborhood sustainability through
facilitating user engagement, optimizing mobility and
energy consumption, monitoring asset utilization and
promoting fitness, safety and security. Strategies for a
Smart City include:
•

Implement public wifi, smart wayfinding, and/or
applications

•

Utilize smart technologies for asset management
(i.e. for buildings, transportation infrastructure,
water distribution, drainage, etc.)

•

Collect utilization data to inform future design
decisions (i.e. monitor water levels and climate
events/trends)

•

Optimize mobility through monitoring use and
smart applications, including smart parking

•

Utilize smart street lighting with motion sensors

Smart City Elements:
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C. REGIONAL & INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COORDINATION
The successful implementation of the Hallandale Beach
CRA redevelopment plan modification will require
Intergovernmental Coordination. Collaboration between
Municipal and local agencies, as well as at the County
level will encourage cooperation and a redevelopment
that balanced the needs and motivations of all parties
involved. It is recommended that the CRA develop an
intergovernmental committee consisting of personnel
from the CRA, the City of Hallandale Beach, and Broward
County to encourage open lines of communication
throughout implementation.
D. AFFORDABLE HOUSING
A key objective of the CRA is to eliminate substandard
housing and provide affordable housing alternatives,
thereby reversing the deterioration and blighted
conditions that are evident within Hallandale Beach.
Within this redevelopment plan modification, the
provision of affordable housing should be prioritized
and seamlessly integrated with the new development
projects proposed, such as Harlem Village and the new
Hallandale Downtown Center. Not only should housing
be provided to offer affordable options to new residents,
but current resident retention is also essential to the
growth of the community. The potential displacement
of low-income residents through the redevelopment
improvements should be mitigated or avoided through
the development of affordable housing initiatives,
relocation assistance and additional social support
programs to assist low-income individuals within the
CRA. Ultimately, affordable housing should be prioritized
as a means of ensuring that the redevelopment has a
positive impact on the quality of life within Hallandale
Beach for all residents, regardless of socioeconomic
status.
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10.4 THE CATALYTIC PROJECTS
While specific design interventions will occur on a microscale by quadrant, it is essential that a consistent design
language is formed across the entirety of the CRA area.
By doing so, a distinct sense of place will be developed
for the community redevelopment area, with a clear
sense of arrival and legibility for visitors and residents
alike. Elements such as wayfinding, street furnishing and
streetscaping can be consistently used across the entire
development area to delineate arrival into the CRA.

of the local economy. The proposed redevelopment
projects will act as hubs for the community and will
inspire subsequent changes at the neighborhood-level
to accomodate growth. In keeping with transit supportive
design, a more compact urban form will be encouraged,
while preserving the essence of the local neighborhoods’
tangible and intangible heritage, in line with the concerns
of area residents. To ensure that new development fits
in with and protects adjacent stable neighborhoods,
higher densities and taller buildings are focused around
the proposed catalytic nodes envisioned for the HBCRA,
which are:

Dixie Hwy

Additionally, Catalytic Projects, intended to be featured
1
as hubs for activity and destinations with the CRA are
planned for the Hallandale Beach CRA. These projects will
I-95
showcase the development potential of the CRA and will
be highly identifiable features of the community. Specific
1
to the design objective, COMPACT, the CRA-wide design
interventions will focus on large-scale projects that are
transit-oriented in nature and will focus on creating strong
destinations within the CRA and supporting the growth

Large-Scale Catalytic Projects: A. Harlem Village
+ FADD (Food, Arts and Design District); and B.
Hallandale Downtown Center
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FIGURE 10.1: CRA CATALYTIC PROJECTS
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1. ACTIVITY CENTERS

1

Miami Dade County Boundary

1A

TOD CITY CENTER

Hallandale Beach City Boundary

1B

HARLEM VILLAGE + FADD

Water Body

1C

REGIONAL COMMERCIAL CENTER
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0.2

0.3

VILLAGE
A. HARLEM VILLAGE
Harlem Village takes its namesake from the Harlem
Renaissance, during a period in the U.S. where there was
a music, social and artistic explosion of African-American
Cultural expression. Throughout this period, African
American performers including Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy
Gillespie, Duke Ellington, and many more, would perform
in predominantly white-owned and white-patronized night
clubs and theaters. Due to segregation and Jim Crow

laws, these performers would go back to African American
neighborhoods and perform in African American owned
nightclubs, and sleep in African American owned hotels.
Harlem Village takes its name from this time period in
American history, as a way to build on the foundation of
those great African American artists and performers who
traveled throughout the nation and contributed so heavily
to culture in the United States.

THE INSPIRATION BEHIND HARLEM VILLAGE- “REBRANDING GREATNESS”

BURNABY, BC, CAN

LAND USE & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Regional and City level Activity Centers:
Support the growth of local economy − TOD
City Center | Harlem Village + FADD

NEIGHBORHOODS ENHANCEMENTS

VAUGHAN, ON, CAN
CELEBRATING MUSIC, ARTS & CULTURE IN THE HEART OF HALLANDALE BEACH
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Image Source: harlemrenaissance.com

Promote strong and well-balanced
neighborhood branding through gateways &
signage
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CATALYTIC PROJECT | TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE DEVELOPMENT

COMPLETE STREETS | MULTIMODAL INTEGRATION | SMART
PARKING

CREATIVE PLACEMAKING | ARCHITECTURAL VARIETY |
FUTURE-PROOFING

Preserving the character and spirit of the Northwest
neighborhoods while infusing it with additional revenuegenerating activities, is a key component of the Harlem
Village catalytic project. The proposed vision for Harlem
Village emphasizes the celebration of jazz, music, arts
and culture as a central theme for the project. The intent
is to make the district more visible and connected to the
city; and encourage a wide variety of arts-related and
contemporary uses such as upscale restaurants, farmer’s

Hallandale Beach Blvd

Linking the Northwest neighborhoods to the Food, Arts
and Design District (FADD) along NE 1st Avenue, the village
will be home to a host of creative industries such as media,
advertising, architecture, fashion design, animation, and
software design, ensuring that the district will sustainably
regenerate itself with new ideas. Additional proposed
uses include a major community gathering facility at the
center of the district—the Harlem Performance Center- a
20,000 square foot facility. To address the issue of future
GOLDEN
garages of various sizes are
parking demand, parking
BEACH
within the Harlem Village boundaries. Parking demand
management (PDM) strategies can also be utilized to
address future parking demands for Harlem Village.
Oleander Dr

Hallandale Beach Blvd

Layne Blwd

NW 1st St.

S Ocean Dr

NW 7TH STREET

NW 7th St.

To achieve this, the redevelopment plan modification
looks to build upon the proposed Hallandale Downtown
Center project (page 128). Hallandale Downtown Center is
a mix-use project located in the NW Quadrant of the City.
The project is comprised of 13 parcels approximately 2.37
acres. To complement this development, Harlem Village
will introduce a diverse mix of residential townhomes,
mixed-use live-work apartments, office space, and a mix
of additional exhibition space, galleries, theaters, retail,
restaurants, entertainment venues, hotels, conference
facilities, and parks and plazas for outdoor performances
and sculptural displays.
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markets, wine clubs, a community center with start-up
business incubators and hotels to ensure a vibrant and
dynamic district.
Three island

Location: Bound on the north by NW 7th Avenue, on the
south by NW 3rd Street,
west by NW 4th Avenue, on theHOLLYWOOD
Highway
and on the east by Dixie

Diplomat Pkwy

S 26th Ave

A. HARLEM VILLAGE

Pedestrian-scaled streets become the focus of activity,
with opportunity for public art to be displayed within
the streetscape and on the built form. This will give the
district its unique appeal and establish a strong sense
of place. To facilitate improved linkages with the FADD,
a pedestrian bridge over Dixie Highway is proposed
connecting two hotels over the railroad.
The center piece of redevelopment in this area will be
Foster Road, which will serve as the main artery of
Harlem Village. It will function as a mixed use commercial
area and will be visually connected to Dixie Highway by
way of a traffic-calmed internal street. This will allow for
increased pedestrian activity, reduced vehicular speed
and circulation, and provide usable public realm space.

CELEBRATING MUSIC, ARTS & CULTURE IN THE HEART OF HALLANDALE BEACH
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HARLEM VILLAGE CONCEPT PLANS

LEGEND
Office / Retail
Residential / Retail
Community / Civic Facility
Open Space
Townhomes
Neighborhood Commercial
Retail Street
Priority Streets
Standard Streets
Rail Line
Pedestrian Bridge
(Stars are Access Points)

FIGURE 10.2: HARLEM VILLAGE CONCEPT DIAGRAM

LEGEND
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Office / Retail
Residential / Retail
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DIXIE HIGHWAY
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Townhomes
Neighborhood Commercial

FOSTER ROAD
NE 2ND AVENUE

NW 1ST AVENUE

NW 2ND AVNEUE

NW 3RD AVENUE

NW 4TH STREET

NW 3RD STREET

FIGURE 10.3: HARLEM VILLAGE CONCEPT PLAN
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HARLEM VILLAGE LAND USE, MASSING & PERSEPCTIVES
Townhomes
3 Storys

Townhomes
3 Storys

Residential
4 Storys

Residential / Retail
8 Storys

Residential / Retail
8 Storys

Townhomes
3 Storys

Residential / Retail
8 Storys

Residential / Retail
8 Storys

Office/ Retail
10 Storys

Townhomes
3 Storys

Hotel/ Retail
8 Storys

Neighborhood
Commerical
3 Storys

Townhomes
3 Storys

Harlem
Performance Center
1 Story
Hotel/ Retail
9 Storys
Parking Garage
9 Storys
Residential / Retail
14 Storys

Neighborhood
Commerical
3 Storys

Office / Retail
14 Storys

FIGURE 10.4: HARLEM VILLAGE LAND USE PERSPECTIVE

FIGURE 10.5: HARLEM VILLAGE, VIEW FROM FADD
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
•

Set up a new community-based organization or
a business improvement district for the Harlem
Village and FADD District.

•

Initiate discussions with regional and national
developers to promote the concept of Harlem
Village as an attractive investment destination.

•

Empower the CRA to acquire properties
necessary to develop publicly owned
infrastructure to support development of an urban
village.

•

CRA to work with City to implement the required
zoning and land use changes that will allow for
greater height through Harlem Village.

•

•

Initiate discussions with FEC on the design and
construction of a pedestrian bridge from Harlem
Village to FADD.

•

Establish programs to address parking facilities
such as, but not limited to, payment in lieu or
shared parking.

CRA to work with property owners and investors
to cleanup and redevelop substandard housing
in the NW quadrant, including existing duplexes,
triplexes, quadplexes and small apartment
buildings.

•

Create additional on-street parking to serve the
Harlem Village development and surrounding
areas.

•

Establish additional landscape and canopy
trees alongside roadways for shading and
beautification purposes.

•

Create a rental assistance program as a means
of reducing the potential displacement and
gentrification brought forth by Harlem Village.

•

Work with outside organizations on to develop
business development programs for local
residents to find opportunities for work within the
Harlem Village development.

•

Create a workforce development program.

•

Implement an aggressive affordable housing
program geared towards local residents in order
to reduce gentrification.

•

•

•

•

Utilize existing preliminary design and an estimate
of probable cost to provide improvements
to Foster Road and Dixie Highway to include
landscaping, curb and gutter and drainage
upgrades.
Create and fund a façade improvement program
that would apply to businesses fronting Foster
Road and Dixie Highway within the Harlem Village
boundaries.
Contact management of similar development
projects such as Gro Wynwood, Delray Beach
Artists Alley and the Wynwood Business
Improvement District.
Collaborate with industrial property owners to
determine their interest in promoting Public Art
murals as part of the area’s façade improvement
program.

FIGURE 10.6: HARLEM VILLAGE, HEIGHT TRANSITION FROM MATURE NEIGHBORHOODS
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FIGURE 10.7: HARLEM VILLAGE, VIEW FROM FADD

FIGURE 10.8: RENDERING OF PROPOSED HARLEM VILLAGE PERFORMANCE CENTER
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DOWNTOWN
CENTER
A. HARLEM VILLAGE
ARCHITECTURAL INSPIRATION FOR THE HALLANDALE DOWNTOWN CENTER

COMMERCIAL CORRIDOR | SAN FRANCISCO, CA

DOWNTOWN CHARACTER | CONCORD, MA

HIGH-RISE | VANCOUVER, BC, CAN

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN | SAN FRANCISCO, CA

CIVIC PLAZA | BOSTON, MA

MIXED-USE TRANSIT HUB | BURNABY, BC, CAN

PEDESTRIAN-FRIENDLY STREET | NORTH MIAMI, FL

TOWNHOMES | VANCOUVER, BC, CAN

BRINGING VIBRANCY TO HALLANDALE’S DOWNTOWN CIVIC CENTER
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Zoning: Regional Activity Center (RAC)
Existing Uses:

1
• Government Center
(City Hall, Library, Police)
• Bluesten Park (under construction)
• Post Office
• Single-Family Residential
• YMCA
Guiding Principles Addressed:

CATALYTIC PROJECT | TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE DEVELOPMENT

COMPLETE STREETS | MULTIMODAL INTEGRATION | SMART PARKING

CREATIVE PLACEMAKING | ARCHITECTURAL VARIETY | FUTUREPROOFING

The proposed location for Hallandale’s Downtown Center
is already home to such landmarks as City Hall, the City
Library, and Bluesten Park. Over the next decade careful
planning will establish a new form of development where
people want to live, work and play. What is now a lowdensity government center fronting a predominantly
vehicle-oriented arterial road (Federal Highway), is
envisioned to soon transform into a walkable, and vibrant
downtown core. The Hallandale Downtown Center
concept proposes a wide range of densities and vital
uses to support a concentration of the CRA’s highest
residential and employment densities within walking
distance from the proposed high-frequency micro-transit
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network.
The Hallandale Downtown Center project Plan envisions
an attractive, vibrant center, with ample possibilities and
opportunities for various configurations, social encounters
and activities. The center will be a true gathering place
where rehearsals can take place in the morning, lunch
at midday, group work or debates in the afternoon and
performances in the evening. Once redeveloped, the
center will transform into a lively and stimulating urban
space with ample daylight intake and comfortable microclimate through tree canopies and shaded spaces.
858
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The proposed development program includes a full range
of residential forms and densities on this site, from 3-story
townhomesGOLDEN
to 20-story high-rise residential towers.
BEACH
The Hallandale Downtown Center has a total projected
build-out capacity of approximately 550-650 residential
dwelling units. The majority of residential development
on this site will consist of multi-family units. High rise
mixed-use residential and office towers are proposed
by the transit station and along Federal Highway, while
adjacent developments gradually taper in height in order
to better integrate with the single family residential fabric
of the northwest and southeast quadrants. Under the
proposed conceptual plan for the site, it is estimated
that there is capacity for a total of 1.6 million square
feet of non-residential space in the heart of the city.
The non-residential space includes a 152,000 square
foot government office and New City Hall, relocated in a
6-story building.
Adjacent to the government office tower and City Hall, a
200,000 square foot Downtown Performing Arts Center is
proposed, with an urban plaza at the corner of SE 5th Street
and SE 4th Avenue, connecting the two buildings. Cultural
catalytic projects such as the Downtown Performing Arts
Center provide strategic public investment in projects that
would spark momentum for the continued transformation
of the Hallandale Beach CRA. While the primary
activation of the Hallandale Downtown Center Performing
Arts Center would be focused on evening performances
and weekend matinees, the intention would be that the
Center be a hub of activity during weekdays as well.
Performing art education programming could be featured
in the studio space during the day. Business meetings
and seminars, receptions and community celebrations
could take place in the lobby spaces and the studio. In
addition, street level retail space could be incorporated
into the Center’s design in the form of cafés, restaurants
and perhaps boutique stores. This mixed use approach
would be designed to provide activation of the Center and
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